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Q&A/Discussion/Decisions
SAMHSA grant: we should hear next week whether we will receive funding to put more resources in C-1, smaller communities, and for
training.
Sector representation: Important to accurately report who is being represented at your coalition meetings .
New Releases: This is a requirement for PRI for letting your communities know what is happening, and to recruit people to your
coalitions. For C-1, please get us your news releases and any coverage ASAP. For C-2, we need your news releases by the end of
October.

Learning
Community Host
Site Discussion

Due to travel restrictions, we are proposing DBHR will come to your site.
This would be a small group of DBHR staff coming to meet with you and/or your coalition and neighboring coalitions.
Coalitions will have the opportunity to showcase their programs and discuss any issues.
DBHR would like to develop a calendar of these meetings and where they will be held.

Communities who are interested in hosting: Darrrington, Pt. Townsend, Omak, Klickitat, Vashon, Pacific, Cowlitz, San Juan
(Anacortes), Vashon, Tekoa, Seattle, Marysville. White Swan/Yakima.
Cohort 2 Data
Books
(Linda Becker)

Cohort 3
Overview

Linda Becker presented an overview of the revised databook layout.
For those who are not in C-2, DBHR will get data books to you after the 2012 HYS data is available. All the databooks will be
updated after new data becomes available in January.
The C-2 databooks will be sent next week.
We have received many recommendations from communities for improvement to the databooks which will be reflected in the
next editions.
DBHR trainings on needs assessment are available – see Athena Project website.
As you start to develop your strategic plan, you may find that you need to collect other data.
Community surveys are often needed to gain more information – a webinar on this will be available on the DBHR online training
system.
Were the number of Core GIS questions expanded, compared to what we were given at the 2011 Prevention Summit? Linda: no.
We encourage you to collect additional local data, such as emergency room data for number of drug poisonings, which is not
available in the statewide data.
Is Dec 2010 the most current databook? Yes.
Joe Neigel emphasized how effective the databooks are for educating community members and convince them of substance use
problems in the community. N. Everett has had a significant transition in staff and are saying they do not believe there is a
problem and did not want to pay the match. The coalition will work with Marysville instead as the designated PRI community.

PRI Requirements
Sector Representation: Requirement is to have at least 8 sectors (12 is ideal) with an emphasis on primary health care providers.
This is the best way to experience change in your community. Important to recruit and document the sectors for evaluation
purposes also. Targeted recruitment is important – give them a reason to participate – why it’s important – what they can
contribute.
Community Coordinator: half time is the minimum, ideal is full time coordinator.
Community Selection: highest need community – you can determine this based on the data DBHR provides. Deadline is next
March to select community, but if you want to start now, you can use 2010 data. If the highest need site is not ready after
meeting with the leadership, you can select the next highest need community. There are challenges with waiting until the latest
data is available, due to all the meetings and approvals that need to happen within a short time frame. For large communities,
you will need to focus on a neighborhood, keep it small, in order to be able to track for evaluation.
Question: if and when resources are available to hire a full time coordinator – is this a condition? You have to have a half time
coordinator to do the required work. It is not a requirement to have a full time coordinator, unless your community receives a
new grant which requires it.
Strategies: DBHR requires a balance between environmental strategies and direct services. This does not mean an equal split is
required. The environmental strategies are not factored in to EVP percentages.

School based prevention specialist: Each site will receive a full time specialist, with more added depending on school size. There
is a cash match requirement (20% of the position) for the school specialist. The ESD needs to be involved in all communications
with approaching the schools as there is a specific EVP (Project Success) which the specialists will need to implement.
Performance Based Contracts: All DBHR contracts have performance based measures for direct services.
Technical assistance: Each site has a DBHR manager assigned to them to provide guidance, coaching, training and identifying
resources. We currently have 4 staff assigned to 52 communities. If the SAMHSA grant comes through, we will add a 5th
prevention manager. We also have a training unit that has developed many trainings, including online, and will continue to
develop more
Communications: Community profiles, news releases, TA. Contact Deb Schnellman if you have questions or need templates.
Evaluation: Linda Becker will continue to provide TA and tools.
Workforce Development: We encourage prevention certification for community coordinators and school specialists.
Synar: A federal requirement of funding that non- compliance rates for selling tobacco to minors must be under 20%. If this rate
gets to 20% or more, we can lose federal prevention funding.
A task categories list with due dates will be provided by DBHR.
Questions: When will the list of timelines be sent? The task categories guide will be presented at the Prevention Summit.
Education Sector
Highlights

Each month DBHR will feature a different sector of coalitions, what they bring to your coalitions, and what their issues are. You are
encouraged to invite your sector representation to the meeting. This month we are focusing on the education sector.
Dixie Grunenfelder and Greg Williamson with OSPI presented the following information (via powerpoint) to explain what drives schools
and what current issues are:
The purpose of public education: In talking with school principals, their day to day tasks are driven by current budget realities.
State of education: Teaching and teaching support is the majority of the state budget for education. Prevention and
intervention services are funded within the 3.5% of the budget allocated to other support services. School report cards are
available online, but these do not include harmful behaviors students are engaging in. Schools are under pressure to show good
results – parents make decisions about where to live based on how well schools are doing in meeting state and federal testing
measures.
PRI is an ongoing process that takes nurturing over time. With the turnover of principals and vice principals (about 30%) every
year, so keep this in mind with getting school buy in. Getting buy in this year, does not guarantee buy in next year.
MOUs with districts and buildings is critical: HYS, cash match, participation in prevention can be an alternative to suspension for
students, designated point of contact, work station, class time for prevention education series.
What else did we learn from C-1 to help guide our work as we move forward?
It’s critical that ESDS are involved in all contacts with schools about selecting communities, so that any issues around resources
and readiness is shared. The ESD is accountable to managing the student assistance program and ensuring Project Success is
being implemented with fidelity.
We’ve learned the importance of ongoing communication with schools. Each community is different and has different needs and
strengths, and different approaches to promoting teen health.

Some teachers need to keep students in class due to testing schedules.
Project Success: One PI said she could not work with students for intervention until after the 10 week course was finished.
Is the PI included as a sector member in building the coalition? It varies, but in the MOU it should be clear that the principal or
designee is encouraged to attend coalition meetings.
Due to changes in administration, be patient about how P/EI services are delivered.
Wrap Up

Thoughts about today’s meeting and use of Go To Meeting technology?
o One coordinator said they like the presentation format and appreciates the information today
o Raye said she will be working out the bugs with the technology.
o Sarah: Let’s start about 10 minutes earlier next time so people have time to get set up on their computers.
o Raye will send out a test sheet prior to next meeting to all participants.
Tips for recruiting the Media Sector and examples of success will be highlighted at the next cohort meeting.

